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Abstract 
Usable three-dimensional (3D) interaction techniques are difficult to design, implement, and evaluate. One reason 
for this is a poor understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of the wide range of 3D input devices, and of 
the mapping between input devices and interaction techniques. We present an analysis of Pinch Gloves™ and their 
use as input devices for virtual environments (VEs). We have developed a number of novel and usable interaction 
techniques for VEs using the gloves, including a menu system, a technique for text input, and a two-handed 
navigation technique. User studies have indicated the usability and utility of these techniques. 

 
1 Introduction 
The number of input devices available for use in three-dimensional (3D) virtual environments (VEs) is large, and 
still growing. Despite the proliferation of specialized 3D input devices, it is often difficult for the designers of VE 
applications to choose an appropriate device for the tasks users must perform, and to develop usable interaction 
techniques using those devices. The difficulties of 3D interaction (Herndon, van Dam, & Gleicher, 1994) have led to 
guidelines for the design of 3D interfaces (Gabbard, 1997; Kaur, 1999) and techniques for their evaluation 
(Bowman, Johnson, & Hodges, 1999; Hix et al., 1999), but there is little work on the design and evaluation of 3D 
input devices, and on the mappings between input devices, interaction techniques, and applications. 

In our research, we have been designing and evaluating 3D interaction techniques using Fakespace Pinch Gloves™, 
combined with six DOF trackers, as 3D input devices. We had a dual motivation for this work. First, we were 
dissatisfied with the standard VE input devices (tracked wands, pens, and tablets) because of their poor accuracy and 
ergonomic problems. Second, we observed that although Pinch Gloves™ were relatively inexpensive and capable of 
a very large number of discrete inputs, they were not often used in VE applications, except for a few extremely 
simple techniques. Our goal is to determine whether the gloves can be used in more complex ways for a variety of 
interaction tasks in VEs, and to develop guidelines for the appropriate and effective use of these input devices. 

We begin by summarizing related work, then discuss the characteristics of Pinch Gloves™ that enable their use for 
novel 3D interaction techniques. Three specific techniques are presented, using the gloves for menus, travel, and text 
input. We conclude with some generalizations about interaction using the gloves. 

2 Related work 
There have been a few attempts to organize and understand the design space of input devices for 3D applications, 
most notably the work of Shumin Zhai (Zhai & Milgram, 1993; Zhai, Milgram, & Buxton, 1996). However, there is 
still work to be done before we understand how to design interaction techniques that take advantage of the properties 
of a particular device, and how to choose an appropriate device for a specific application. We are not aware of any 
empirical studies involving Pinch Gloves™, but they have been used for various interaction techniques (Mapes & 
Moshell, 1995; Pierce, Stearns, & Pausch, 1999) and applications (Cutler, Frohlich, & Hanrahan, 1997). 

Many types of menus have been developed for use in VEs (Angus & Sowizral, 1995; Jacoby & Ellis, 1992; Mine, 
1997; Mine, Brooks, & Sequin, 1997), but none of them simultaneously address the issues of efficient, comfortable, 
and precise selection of a large number of menu items. Similarly, there are many techniques for 3D travel 
(viewpoint movement) (Bowman, Koller, & Hodges, 1997; Mine, 1995). We present a technique that takes 
advantage of two-handed interaction and allows users to control velocity. There is little prior work on text input for 
VEs; this problem has been largely avoided because of its difficulty. Poupyrev developed a system to allow 
handwritten input in VEs (Poupyrev, Tomokazu, & Weghorst, 1998), but the input was saved only as “digital ink” 



and not interpreted to allow true text input. Our technique allows intuitive and precise input of actual text, without 
requiring the user to learn any special key chords. 

3 Pinch Gloves™ as a VE input device 
Fakespace Pinch Gloves™ are commercial input devices designed for use in VEs. They consist of flexible cloth 
gloves augmented with conductive cloth sewn into the tips of each of the fingers (figure 1). When two or more 
pieces of conductive cloth come into contact with one another, a signal is sent back to the host computer indicating 
which fingers are being “pinched.” The gloves also have Velcro on the back of the hand so that a position tracker 
can be mounted there. They are distinct from whole-hand glove input devices, such as the CyberGlove™, which 
report continuous joint angle information used for gesture or posture recognition. Pinch Gloves™ can be viewed as 
a choice device with a very large number of possible choices. Practically, however, the gloves have some interesting 
characteristics that differentiate them from a set of buttons or switches. 

The most obvious difference between Pinch Gloves™ and other choice devices is the huge number of possible pinch 
gestures allowed by the gloves – gestures involving any combination of two to ten fingers all touching one another, 
plus gestures involving multiple separate but simultaneous pinches (for example, left thumb and index finger and 
right thumb and index finger pinched separately, but at the same time). This large gesture space alone, however, is 
not sufficient for usability. Arbitrary combinations of fingers can be mapped to any command, but those gestures 
will not necessarily provide affordances or memorability. The official web site for the gloves recognizes this fact: 
“Users can program as many functions as can be remembered” (Fakespace, 2001). In addition, many of the possible 
gestures are physically implausible. In order to take advantage of the large gesture space, we need to use 
comfortable pinch gestures that either have natural affordances or whose function the user can easily determine. 

The gloves also have desirable ergonomic characteristics. They are very light and flexible, so that they do not cause 
fatigue or discomfort with extended use. Moreover, the user’s hand becomes the input device – it is not necessary to 
hold another device in the hand. Thus, users can change the posture of their hand at any time, unlike pens or 
joysticks, which might force the user to hold the hand in the same posture continuously. They also support “eyes-
off” interaction – the user’s proprioceptive senses allow him/her to pinch fingers together easily without looking at 
them, whereas some other devices may force the user to search for the buttons or controls. 

As noted, the gloves can be combined with tracking devices for spatial input. This allows context-sensitive 
interpretation of pinch gestures. For example, pinching the thumb and index finger while touching a virtual object 
may mean “select,” while the same pinch in empty space may mean “OK.” 

The use of trackers also means the gloves can support two-handed interaction, known to be a natural way to provide 
a body-centric frame of reference in 3D space (Hinckley, Pausch, Profitt, Patten, & Kassell, 1997). Of course, two 
trackers combined with a button device can also allow two-handed interaction, but the gloves give the user 
flexibility in deciding which hand will initiate the action. One consequence of this is that users can avoid what we 
have called the “Heisenberg effect” of spatial interaction – the phenomenon that on a tracked device, a discrete input 
(e.g. button press) will often disturb the position of the tracker. For example, a user wants to select an object using 
ray casting. She orients the ray so that it intersects the object, but when she presses the button, the force of the button 
press displaces the ray so that the object is not selected. With the gloves, one hand can be used to set the desired 
position/orientation, and the other hand can be used to signal the action, avoiding the Heisenberg effect. 

 
Figure 1. User wearing Pinch Gloves™ 

 

 
Figure 2. TULIP menu system 



Finally, Pinch Gloves™, unlike whole-hand devices, produce discrete input – fingers are either touching or not. 
Although whole-hand devices can allow the user more natural gestures, it is notoriously difficult to calibrate them 
and recognize gestures properly (Kessler, Hodges, & Walker, 1995). Pinch Gloves™, because of their discrete 
nature, can be much more precise. 

4 Three-dimensional interaction techniques using Pinch Gloves™ 
We developed novel 3D interaction techniques based on these properties. Our goal was to “push the envelope” and 
to go beyond the simple “pinch to grab” metaphor that represents the most common use of the gloves. We also 
wanted to design techniques that would use natural gestures as well as those where the gesture was more abstract. 

4.1 TULIP menu system 
Our design of a menu system using the gloves was based on two concepts. First, menu items would be associated 
with fingers, and would be selected by pinching the finger to the thumb on the same hand (a comfortable and simple 
gesture). Second, top-level menu items (menu titles) would be associated with the user’s non-dominant hand, and 
second-level items (commands within a menu) would be associated with the dominant hand. 

This design is simple to understand, requires no more than two pinches to access a particular menu item, and takes 
advantage of the natural asymmetry of the two hands (Hinckley et al., 1997). Unfortunately, it also creates an 
unreasonable limitation of four menus with four items each. 

Our solution to this problem is called the TULIP menu system (Bowman & Wingrave, 2001). TULIP stands for 
“Three-Up, Labels In Palm,” meaning that three items are active at one time, while the rest of the menu items are 
arranged in columns of three along the palm of the user’s hand. To access an active item, the user simply pinches the 
thumb to the appropriate finger. To access other items, the user pinches the thumb to the pinky (the “more” item) 
until the desired item appears on one of the fingers (figure 2). 

This system nicely balances direct selection and visibility of menu items. Given a maximum menu size of N items, it 
takes no more than N/3 + 1 pinches to select any item. Visual cues (highlighting, rotation of the active items, and a 
clear link between the more item and the next column of items) make it easy for the user to determine which menu is 
selected, which items are active, and how to make the desired item active. 

A usability study showed that this system was more difficult to learn than two other common VE menu 
implementations, but also that users became efficient relatively quickly, and that the system was significantly more 
comfortable than the others. To further address the issue of efficiency, we have developed a modified TULIP system 
for expert users that requires no more than two pinches to select any item, provided that no menu contains more than 
fifteen items (a reasonable assumption based on interface guidelines). In this technique, to select the fourth item in a 
menu (such as the item “yellow” in figure 2), the user pinches the left ring finger to the right index finger. The left-
hand finger determines which column of items the user desires, and the right-hand finger determines which item 
within that column should be selected. This technique requires more practice, but does not require the user to 
memorize any information, since all items are visible on the palm. 

4.2 Virtual keyboard for text input 
For the most part, VE applications have avoided the task of entering text information, because no usable text input 
techniques existed (beyond speech recognition and one-handed chord keyboards, which both require significant user 
training, and are therefore inappropriate for all but the most frequently used VEs). There are many situations, 
however, where accurate and efficient text input would increase the utility of VE systems. For example, a user might 
need to leave an annotation for the designer in an architectural walkthrough application, or enter a filename to which 
work can be saved after a collaborative design session 

Based on these examples, a 3D text input technique would neither require users to type long sentences or 
paragraphs, nor to approach the speed of typing at a standard keyboard. Our goal was to allow immersed users to be 
able to enter text without leaving the VE and without a significant amount of training. 

We decided to emulate as closely as possible a standard QWERTY keyboard, with which most users are intimately 
familiar. The basic concept of our virtual keyboard is that a simple pinch between a thumb and finger on the same 
hand represents a key press by that finger. Thus, on the “home” row of the keyboard, left pinky represents ‘a’, left 
ring represents ‘s’, and so on. 

We also needed the ability to use the “inner” keys such as ‘g’ and ‘h’, and the ability to change rows of the 
keyboard. We accomplish this through the use of trackers mounted on the gloves. Inner keys are selected by rotating 



the hand inward. The active row can be changed by moving the hands closer to the body (bottom row) or farther 
away (top row). Users calibrate the location of the rows before using the system. Still, because the trackers have 
limited accuracy, fairly large-scale motions are required to change rows or select the inner keys, reducing efficiency. 

Special gestures are provided for space (thumb to thumb), backspace (ring to ring), delete all (pinky), and enter 
(index to index). This set of arbitrary gestures is small enough to be memorized by the user. 

Visual feedback is extremely important to make up for the lack of the visual and haptic feedback provided by a 
physical keyboard. We hypothesized that users would not want to look at their hands while typing, so we attached 
the feedback objects to the view. These show, for each hand, the location of each character, and the currently active 
characters (based on hand distance and rotation) via highlighting (figure 3). 

In a user study, five users each typed three sentences (six to eight words) using the virtual keyboard. As expected, 
efficiency was low: users took about three minutes per sentence on average, after five to ten minutes of practice. 
Most users improved their performance during the study. Much of their time was spent searching for letters 
(although four users were touch typists) and recovering from errors. However, our goal of minimal training was met, 
as all users commented on the ease of learning the system. Moreover, one of the designers could type the sentences 
in an average of 45 seconds each, indicating that the system could be much more efficient with further experience. 

 
Figure 3. Virtual keyboard technique 

 
Figure 4. Two-handed navigation technique 

 
4.3 Two-handed navigation 
The task of navigation in VEs has been widely studied, including a large number of interaction techniques for 
viewpoint movement, or travel. We wanted to design a travel technique using the gloves that would take advantage 
of their unique properties, and decided to focus on the gloves’ support for two-handed interaction. 

Steering techniques for VE travel (Bowman et al., 1997) let the user provide a direction of motion, usually based on 
the head or hand tracker. With two tracked gloves, we can define the direction of motion based on the vector 
between the hands. Since both hands are acting as input devices, we can define the forward direction as being 
toward the hand that produced the pinch gesture (figure 4). Thus, to fly upwards, the user holds his hands one above 
the other and pinches thumb to index finger on the top hand. Flying back downwards does not require changing the 
hand positions; rather, the user simply pinches with the lower hand instead. 

We enhanced this technique with a velocity control feature (based on the distance between the hands), and a 
“nudge” feature, allowing the user to move only slightly in a particular direction by using a different pinch gesture. 

This technique is quite flexible. In a user study, we found that novice users tend to simulate torso-directed steering 
by holding one hand close to the body and the other a short distance in front of the body. Expert users have the 
option to increase their speed for large-scale movements, use both hands to quickly change direction without moving 
their bodies, and make small movements when it is required by the task at hand. We also found that users’ 
performance on 2D navigation tasks improved significantly after a few minutes of practice, but that it was difficult 
for users to control direction and remain spatially oriented in 3D navigation. 

5 Conclusions and future work 
This research has explored the use of Pinch Gloves™ for novel three-dimensional interaction techniques. Our 
techniques confirm that the gloves can be used for natural gestures, but also show that abstract techniques can take 



advantage of the gloves’ characteristics for more efficient, usable, or comfortable interaction. In general, we found 
that abstract techniques require a high degree of visual affordances and feedback, including virtual representations 
of the hands and indication of the command that will be activated when a pinch gesture is made. We also found that 
the gloves provide increased comfort over other common devices, and that the large number of possible gestures 
allows the same technique to be customized for both novice and expert users. 

We are continuing to refine the techniques and to develop new ones. For example, we are working on several 
approaches to numeric input using the gloves, and on lightweight navigation constraints based on glove input. The 
techniques are also being used in VE applications under development in our laboratory, which will allow us to 
evaluate them in a setting of realistic use. 
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